
 

Monodraw 1.2.2

monodraw 1.2 is a milestone version that really represents a new level of art creation. this release
brings in a major update to the text format with the ability to interactively select, copy and paste full
pages of text. as well, we have made it even easier to manage drawing areas on the canvas. you can
have multiple drawing areas and place them anywhere on the canvas. to learn more about that, read
our new getting started guide. new drawing blocks are also included and can be easily selected from
the tools menu. we added many useful drawing tools as well as a new set of layout tools. monodraw
1.1 is a milestone release that comes with many new features as well as a robust set of new blocks,

page breakers and more. the version change was forced because we used an old method to
implement the text blocks. in order to have them be pretty, we had to change their appearance. we

have also done some heavy updating to the library, so you no longer have to manually load.pak files.
there's been some talk of what's coming next for monodraw. based on your feedback, we've decided

that we want to give you more features before releasing a paid version and moving on to other
projects. this announcement now lets you know that a 2.0 is coming for monodraw very soon. new

features are going into the next release which will be named monodraw 2.0. the most important one
is probably the ui redesign of the library. from 2.0 on, you'll be able to access the ascii and utf-8
editor in the same application. also we'll probably migrate some of the work we've been doing in

dataviz into monodraw and other projects.
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we also have a few updates for the monodraw iphone app. it has a new tutorial showing how to
make a simple diagram, playlists and tag clouds and the number of views has been multiplied so you
have several instances of the application on the home screen. the release notes below. there have
been a lot of great changes in this release. the main features are the unicode support and the new

inkscape export. you can see a tutorial for creating diagrams with monodraw. also, you can now
generate javascript in monodraw for other apps. for more information, see the release notes below. i

have decided that i will give away the licenses at random to people on twitter leading up to
christmas. i dont care if you follow me or not and its not a requirement, i just want to hear what

youre up to or what youd like to use monodraw for. there are bonus points if you are a student and if
it would help you with class work or in a paper that you have to write, but that is also not a

requirement. to enter simply mention tzeejay on twitter or send me an e-mail. i prefer twitter as i
want to publicly share what youre up to but its not a requirement. if i think youre doing something
cool i will send you one of the licenses. no strings attached! some of the use cases for the nerdy

folks out there are outlined on the website. if you want to create a unique mind map or flow diagram,
this is a strong contender. if you want to beef up the documentation for your latest command-line
utility, go monodraw and make them shine. enough talk, more pics. plain text has been around for
decades and its here to stay.monodrawallows you to easily create text-based art (like diagrams,

layouts, flow charts) and visually represent algorithms, data structures, binary formats and more.
because its all just text, it can be easily embedded almost anywhere. of course, exporting as images

is also supported (png and svg). 5ec8ef588b
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